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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
Wanted to enamel dimensional objects?  Not sure how to solder it first? This workshop will explore the creation of 
dimensional pieces, soldering and enameling the piece using a torch, and problem-solving to enable the piece to 
be set. There are many pieces that can be enameled, after soldering, if a torch is used rather than a kiln. Equal 
weight will be given to planning, forming/creating the piece in metal, and then enameling. Soldering and 
enameling skills allow for more flexibility in design, and is highly recommended, but not necessary. Expect some 
shared demos with Deb Karash’s workshop next door! 
 
MATERIALS LIST 

! tinted eye protection recommended. This is what I own:  http://www.phillips-
safety.com/glassworking/glassworking-eyewear/shop-by-glass-filter/boroview-3-0/phillips-fitover-
glassworking-safety-glasses-boroview-3-0-gb-g3-33.html  
! this is an inexpensive pair that will work and cost $40. buy green shade 3, if you decide to buy them.  

http://www.phillips-safety.com/welding-safety/torch-brazing/model-33-fitover-torching-
welding-safety-glasses-wld-s-33.html  

! dust/fumes mask. I bought this on ebay for $40 (now $48) (google these words to find it): North™ 7700 
Series 7781P100S Women need size small.  Men size medium, usually. 

! fairly fine *paint brushes. Buy 1 from first line and 1 from second line.  
https://www.dickblick.com/items/05837-7040/ ; https://www.dickblick.com/items/05837-7030/ ;  
https://www.dickblick.com/items/05837-1000/ ;  https://www.dickblick.com/items/05837-1001/  
! If you don't want to spend this much, you can use all these blick brushes as a guide to the sizes to 

buy. Go by the dimensions of the bristles, not the noted brush size. There is no consistency across 
companies. 

! sharp tools for scratching, if you want to bring. Some are provided 
! sandpaper in 150 or 220 grit or appropriate wheels which can be used with flex shaft 
! drill bits for riveting and or earwire holes that you might want 
! *3/0 and *4/0 blades 
! wax for blades 
! your favorite metalsmithing tools if you won't like what the school provides 
! *Solder-hard & medium 
! copper sheet 6”x 6” in *20,*22,*24,26,28 ga for flexibility of design 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
! close-toed shoes 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $60.00-$160.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 



If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor (email is best 
way to reach Anne): 

PO Box 25 
Pawlet, VT 05761-0025 

(802) 325-2319 
annehavel@vermontel.net 

crafthaus.ning.com/profile/annehavel 
 


